Staff Specialist Supply Chain Process Governance

At a glance

Job description

Location:

(Singapore)

Job ID:

351450

Do you have proven knowledge of process management and have an eye for the big
picture even in complex situations? As a process expert on Contract Manufacturing, you
oversee all aspects of Supply Chain processes, ensuring seamless end to end
integrations with optimum cost, high degrees of automation, robustness, flexibility and
optimizing human involvement to decision-makers on contract manufacturing process.
If you have the ability to work both collaboratively and independently within a dynamic
and changing team environment, then this opportunity is for you!

Start date:

as soon as possible

In your new role you will:
As a process expert on Contract Manufacturing, you oversee all aspects of Supply
Chain processes, ensuring seamless end to end integrations with optimum cost,
high degrees of automation, robustness, flexibility and optimizing human
involvement to decision-makers on contract manufacturing process
Support and contribute to the success of Innovation projects collaborate with
business and technical experts to identify opportunities for improvement across
business lines and related operations
To work closely with process owner to formulate and communicate a clear
target-process for each Level 3&4 process
Support and communicate with cross-functional teams to ensure smooth
methodology and process implementation are being utilized effectively
Involve in supply chain Key Performance Indicator (KPI) analysis and deliver
actionable insights to relevant decision-makers
Exploration and research on technology and define new process improvement to
meet the needs of Infineon Automation, Digitalization and AI strategy

Profile
You are best equipped for this task if you have:
Bachelor's / Master's Degree in preferably in Supply Chain/ Industrial
Engineering/ Engineering
Excellent presentation and communication skills to master the need for
alignments across cross-functional global teams
Ability to work both collaboratively and independently within a dynamic and
changing team environment
Strong critical thinking and analysis skills with the ability to break down complex
problems into manageable tasks
Strong overview of supply chain systems and basic understanding of the
applications of major systems in supply chain

Entry level: 5+ years
Type:

Full time

Contract:

Permanent

Apply to this position online by following the
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search:

Job ID:

351450

www.infineon.com/jobs

Moderate understanding of core-processes in contract manufacturing and
master data
Basic understanding of procurement, finance, warehouse processes and
intercompany shipment
Knowledge in Tableau, Business Objects and SAP software will be an added
advantage

Why Us
Part of your life. Part of tomorrow.
Infineon is a world leader in semiconductor solutions that make life easier, safer, and
greener. Our solutions for efficient energy management, smart mobility, and secure,
seamless communications link the real and the digital world.

In accordance with the requirements set by the Singaporean Government, Infineon
Technologies Asia Pacific Pte Ltd (“Infineon”) can only allow individuals who are (a)
fully vaccinated, (b) certified to be medically ineligible for a vaccine or (c) have
recovered from COVID-19 within a prescribed period, onto company premises.
Therefore, Infineon requires all new employees, as well as contractors and business
partners, to be fully vaccinated against COVID-19. “Fully vaccinated” means individuals
have completed the full regime of an approved COVID-19 Vaccine as listed under the
World Health Organization (WHO) Emergency Use Listing (EUL) including the respective
post-vaccination period to ensure the vaccine has become full effective. Anyone who is
unable to be vaccinated due to an approved and/or recognised exemption condition
may apply for special consideration.

